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Inspiring the 
workforce of the future
with theWorld of Work Group

The WoW Group has developed a series of "Routes to
the World of Work" information evenings, a publication
sharing real world career path experience, support for
Science Week, a one day bootcamp (staffed by parents)
guiding students on the realities of preparing for the
world of work (beyond studies and grades) and support
for Careers Weeks providing industry and jobs talks.

Imagine a business network that complements the
curriculum and brings our children’s studies to life
through the lens of work, and also provides soft skills
and employability related initiatives and activities
supplementing the formal careers service.

Through the WoW Group, we aim to inspire and guide
our children into finding their place in the world of work.
Whether that’s when they leave LVS Ascot at 16 or 18,
following continued studies or through work schemes.
With a belief that our discussions, insights and actions
can be of benefit to many in the LVS Ascot community
we tap into the breadth of business experience of our
parent body to not only support our children but to
support each other as business peers.

The WoW (World of Work) Group started out with LVS Ascot parents, teachers,
career advisors and our Principal discussing the changing world of work and
how we can better prepare our students for it.

We took those discussions and turned the insights into action. 

W O R L D  O F  W O R K

JOIN THE WOW GROUP!
The WoW Group is open to any LVS Ascot Junior
or Senior school mums or dads with business
experience who want to contribute and
network with other LVS Ascot parents in
business. Help us bridge the gap between
education and careers.

Make new business contacts at our monthly
morning business networking events. 

Support the school with your business / industry
insights at the WoW Group committee evenings.



MIND
Our vision
We won't give up until everyone

experiencing a mental health problem gets

both support and respect.

Our mission
We provide advice and support to empower

anyone experiencing a mental health

problem. We campaign to improve services,

raise awareness and promote understanding.

Our goals
Staying well: Support people likely to develop

mental health problems, to stay well. 

Empowering choice: Empower people who

experience a mental health problem to make

informed choices about how they live and

recover.

Improving services and support: Ensure people

get the right services and support at the

right time to help their recovery and enable

them to live with their mental health

problem.

Enabling social participation: Open the doors

to people with experience of mental health

problems participating fully in society.

Removing inequality of opportunity: Gain

equality of treatment for people who

experience both mental health and other

forms of discrimination.

Organisational excellence: Make the most of

our assets by building a culture of excellence.

Our values
Mind's values are at the heart of everything

we do.

Open: We reach out to anyone who needs us.

Together: We're stronger in partnerships.

Responsive: We listen, we act.

Independent: We speak out fearlessly.

Unstoppable: We never give up.

During the pandemic, there has, and continues to be more support needed for
mental health. The WoW group, in recognition of this increased need for
awareness and support, has dedicated this publication to MIND with the hope
that readers will donate to our JustGiving page, providing valuable funds for this
wonderful charity. 
Please donate to:  https://www.sponsorme.co.uk/leighlafeverayer/christines-wow.aspx
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F O R E W O R D

Just before February half term 2020, I

sweepingly declared in a governors’ meeting

that the virus in China was not a threat to the

UK. Even after the return of our school ski trip

to northern Italy at the end of February, I

found it incredulous that I was in a three way

call between Public Health England (PHE)

and Bracknell Forest Children’s service

regarding sending our trippers home

including those in exam years - what

madness was this? The stability and

normality of my half a century plus life on

the planet was suddenly thrown off its axis. It

felt a little like when I had labyrinthitis;

swirling in all directions, nothing to hold on

to and not being able to rationalise the

situation.

I recall the first day the staff were in alone

after the children left; standing in the

theatre mid-morning I told them to leave

as quickly as they could, gather their

resources, pick up a device and head to

the hills - what was I doing? The sudden

realisation that the children were gone,

hit me like a boulder; a stark, bare and

cold reality of being alone in a school

without the very people, staff, pupils and

parents who are the fabric of our society

and school community.

What must you have been thinking too?

Looking back, I remember my brain

literally hurting - that might sound odd

but everything that we took for granted

had to be done differently; from teaching,

communicating, motivating, being

creative, engaging with each other and

keeping our community spirit alive. The

resilience, and determination of our

school, was phenomenal - ideas

blossomed, blue sky thinking abounded;

we all reached out and reached up and

fought our way through lockdown. If ever

I was emotional in a post it was because

of the awe and wonder you, as a

community created and the humbleness I

felt to be at the helm of the school. My

understanding of Zoom went from being

a rocket shaped ice lolly to live

communication tool overnight. Marketing

created Perspectives - me talking to a

laptop alone was far scarier than This

Morning! Video messages, a family of

lockdown geese, competitions, challenges,

raising money for the NHS, exam chaos -

we came together to thrive against a

backdrop of gloom. Our school

development plan was ripped up and

thrown out as we warp zoned into the

technology abyss of unknown territory
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and the excitement, challenge and

opportunity it brought us was, and

continues to be awesome.

As a nation, we also realise

that with change, challenge

and a world that has been

rocked so badly, the effects

on our mental health have,

and will continue to be

significant. In recognition of

this and the amazing work of

MIND, we dedicate this

eBook to MIND raising funds

through our JustGiving page.

https://www.sponsorme.co.uk/
leighlafeverayer/christines-wow.aspx 

What have I learnt? I’ve learnt that we, as ��

human beings are amazing in what we can 

achieve if we set ourselves the challenge. I 

have always believed that, but now the 

saying has become reality. There are so 

many silver linings out of this tragedy and 

there’s no going back; our future will be 

enhanced by technology but the inner LVS 

Ascot spirit will be the heart and engine of 

all we do now and in the future. Our 

amazing WoW group have brought 

together our experiences to document a 

moment in time, when all we knew all our 

previous experiences and understandings 

and rational thoughts, were challenged and 

tested. You are all my heroes.

C H R I S T I N E  C U N N I F F E
P R I N C I PA L ,  LV S  A S CO T
J A N U A R Y  2 0 2 1

“ T H E  R E S I L I E N C E ,
A N D D E T E R M I N AT I O N

O F  O U R  S C H O O L ,  
WA S  P H E N O M E N A L”

Patron 
HM The Queen

Ascot
L V S
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K I R S T Y  H E S LO P
D I R E C TO R  AT  K I R K  R I C E  L L P,  A C C O U N TA N T S  I N  A S CO T

One year on, the beginning of 2020 seems like

an age ago.  The longest year!  I remember our

last WoW meeting in the board room at LVS,

listening to stories of developments so far

and plans to work from home.  I remember

wondering how long it could possibly last

and what challenges we might face?

Our firm has always had excellent IT

systems and we use a lot of online

technology to work with clients.  Remote

working already worked.  However, given

the option to work from home from time

to time, it was never my preference.  I am a

big fan of routine, the office environment

and getting things done with those quick

face to face chats.

The early days were filled with all types of

calls.  Mostly speaking with clients about

government support options and how to

access them, but also calls with parents

about online shopping, calls with friends

about home schooling and the calls to

cancel bookings for fun things we had

planned.  

Once we all settled in to the ‘new normal’,

there were some positives, opportunities

and things to be grateful for.  Clearly

everyone was in the same boat when it

came to business meetings and they

simply moved online.  I still believe it will

be important to meet with people

physically when it makes sense to do so,

but I no longer think that anyone will see

an online meeting as the deal breaker it

once may have been.  That is an excellent

thing all round, especially when you

consider the environmental impact of

travel.  There were also opportunities to

help clients get their accounts online, who

in the past had not been so keen to do so.

We were able to demonstrate the benefits

of cloud accounting to them and they are

all now pleased to have made the leap.

From a personal point of view I was so

very thankful for having a garden,

especially during the hot weather, and to

experience the activities of the birds in

spring.  That was something I very much

enjoyed sharing with my daughter.>>
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If there are other positives to take from

2020, I am sure most would agree that we

have learnt a bit more about what is

important.  What is important to us

personally, what is important to the

members of our teams at work, what is

important to our families and what we

really miss.  It is also clear that people band

together well when times are tough. We

are resilient, can adapt and even thrive.  

2020 is a year that we will all want to forget

and there are of course lots of serious

lessons which have been learnt. On the

lighter side, I have learnt the importance of

an excellent office chair, that I can cut hair

pretty well actually and that I am really

going to miss collecting beautiful

stationery now that everything is digital. I

may keep a good set of highlighters, just

because.

“ W E  H AV E  L E A R N T  A
B I T  M O R E  O F  W H AT

I S  I M P O R TA N T ”
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>>

C A R O LY N  J E N K I N S O N
C H A R I T Y  S E R V I C E S ,  T H E  L I C E N S E D  T R A D E  C H A R I T Y

Six years ago, I joined the Licensed Trade

Charity to oversee all our support. I have

always loved pubs and what they can offer

to people. I think that no one does a pub as

well as the UK does.

We are a national charity that help people

who work in pubs, bars, breweries, to deal

with tough experiences, and get back on

their feet. As you can imagine it has not

been tougher than the last year! Not many

people in the trade know we exist. We

wanted that to change, as the support we

offer is fantastic, and caters for employees

at any level of their career. Over the last

two years we wanted to raise awareness

and approach as many of the corporate

pub and bar companies as we could.

Awareness of the charity grew but it was

still not where we wanted it to be.

When COVID 19 struck we could never

have foreseen that the hospitality sector

would have their doors closed for nearly a

year. That did not even happen during

both world wars. On the upside it gave us

a fantastic opportunity to show the trade

what we are made of. We became

proactive and approached the trade to

offer a whole host of support.

In 2019 we offered classroom style mental

health training which was put on hold. We

changed things around and in December

launched free 2-hour online training

sessions. We wanted managers to leave

the session feeling confident to be able to

approach someone they knew struggling

with their mental wellbeing. Pub managers

are not supposed to be counsellors, but

we wanted to give them the tools to help

staff get the support they needed to

move forward. We have now delivered 34

sessions and the feedback has been

amazingly positive!

Furlough reduced income for many

people in the trade. To address this, we

sourced a partner called Nudge. They offer

a financial wellbeing programme, that

helps people make the most of their

money, and improve their finances. The

App is FREE to the trade and caters for all

financial situations.
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Before COVID occurred, we were keen to

get Greene King on board as they are one

of the biggest pub companies in the UK,

employing over 40,000 people. To date

they had not used our services. We

approached them to see if they would like

to ring fence funds to support their own

employees during lockdown. They

provided a pot of funding of £1.1 million.

So far, our small team of six and some

lovely LVS Ascot staff have dealt with

over 5000 applications and have awarded

grants to 3500 Greene King employees

who have had to survive on a very

reduced income.

I think this year has ignited my skills for

problem solving and made me extremely

proud of my team who have welcomed

change, adapted, and thrived on it.

“ W E  W E R E  K E E N  T O
G E T  G R E E N E  K I N G

O N  B O A R D ”
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L E I G H  L A F E V E R - AY E R
V I C E - P R E S I D E N T  H UM A N  R E S O U R C E S .  H R D  U K  A N D  I R E L A N D ,
E N T E R P R I S E  H O L D I N G S

In 2019, between Christmas and New Year, as my

family was saying goodbye to my Mom and Dad

in the USA, I had a strange feeling that I wouldn’t

be seeing them in person again for a while. Call

it female intuition or some kind of hunch, I had

this moment of appreciation and clarity and I

took it all in; their smiles and hugs with their

only grandchild, the fact that they still look

youthful and the reality that winter would be

difficult for them. I know they wish we lived in

the same country, but in my mind, especially

with a direct flight from London to Nashville, I

could get there any time I needed to. Right?

We had seen news reports about a new virus

discovered in China and over the break there

was a suspected case in Dallas. Dad told us

to be careful flying home and I assured him

we would. He probably didn’t know that I

always embarrass my daughter on the plane

by wiping down every surface within my

reach. Each flight attendant with whom I

have ever joked with about this had agreed

with me about taking these precautions

even pre-COVID. I guess you could say I was

an early adopter of hand sanitizer, anti-

bacterial wipes and keeping my air vent

circulating during my flight.

Most of us had a cavalier attitude at the

beginning. “How bad could it be?” we

thought. As a Human Resources (HR) Director

for a large car hire company, I was a

seasoned traveller. I flew to the USA in

January for a meeting and in France for half

term.

At that stage, I began to realise that things

were changing. We would have to face

situations in the workplace that we haven’t

really had to before. By March, we learned

exactly how bad it could be. Moving

hundreds of employees to remote working,

writing new policies about employees’

absence, creating paid emergency leave and

providing support to employees who

needed to home-school their children were

some of our first tasks. Even then, I was

optimistic that I would be able to travel

home at Christmas.

That wasn’t to be. I spent Christmas 2020 in

Surrey. The town I left in Tennessee last

Christmas is one of the COVID hot-spot in

the USA. A town that pulled together in

March 2020 to overcome the devastation of

an EF-4 tornado with 25 people killed is

being torn apart by whether to wear a mask!

Though I was in lockdown in the UK, I was

more worried about my family and friends

back home. I was ordering online groceries
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for my parents, presents for my family and

tried to make sure everything arrived by

Christmas Eve.

As I think about what I would tell my 2019

self, or what I have learned over the past

year, one word that comes to mind is

‘grateful’, even in lockdown. I have always

been a ‘glass half full kind of gal’ and I know I

am lucky to be in a lovely home with a nice

garden (yard for my American friends); we all

have our own space for school and work.

We’ve all had to adjust. My desire to focus

on the future while understanding the

science or the economics of this virus has

been critical to adapting. Many of us have

been through masterclasses in 2020 on

‘pivoting’ and ‘agility’ due to the uncertainty

and devastation of this grim virus. The

decisions that COVID dropped on my

doorstep have been stressful and difficult. I

am thankful for my team at work and their

support, leadership and compassion.

For someone who has spent decades going

into an office and separating my personal

life from work, I have adjusted to working

from home surprisingly quickly. I appreciate

the time I have spent with my family

enjoying our home together. And I feel

lucky because I am in a role that allows me

to work from anywhere. I am still learning

how to cope as these changes are here to

stay, whether we like it or not. For example,

being ‘on camera’ is something we are all

having to learn to communicate effectively.

As I reflect on 2020, this pandemic has shone

a light on many societal issues. Many of

these issues are directly related to my role in

HR. Are women leaving the workforce due to

bad policy or choice? Are men leaving

traditional companies and roles in the same

numbers as women? Are graduates going to

be able to find jobs? Are the skills needed

for the future moving more rapidly than we

can prepare?

But even more importantly, 2020 has

highlighted that there is so much more work

that we need to do both globally and in our

own communities to address racism,

domestic violence, food poverty and mental

health. We all need to grasp the gravity of

the change needed to support our friends,

neighbours and colleagues. There is so

much more work to do in 2021 and beyond.

I am ready for the next challenge. I hope we

all are. 

“ W E ’ V E  A L L  H A D
T O  A D J U S T ”
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>>

S H A R I  L I N E S
E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C TO R ,  M O R G A N  S TA N L E Y

One interesting effect of working from

home during lockdown is the digitalization

of office traditions.

Before lockdown, there were many classic

office traditions. One such tradition was to

buy your team doughnuts on your birthday.

Now, buying other people treats on your

birthday may sound a bit backwards and

devoid of birthday presents, but such is adult

life. The grade of doughnut is extremely

significant! For example, a happy worker will

bring in a lavish selection of Krispy Kremes

and skip around the office announcing the

presence of sweet treats. An angry or

disgruntled worker will reluctantly dump a

bag of jam doughnuts in a shared area. But if

you ever see a bag of stale Tesco value

doughnuts without jam, then back away fast!

These rituals don’t work from home. So, office

workers are trying very hard to use

technology to connect and simulate such

office rituals.

The first ritual to become digitalized was

celebration drinks. I attended my first ever

“surprise” party, celebrating the anniversary of

a colleague who had been in the job for 20

years. He was called to what he thought was

a work meeting and we arranged to call out

“surprise” when he joined. Unfortunately,

network delays meant he was still

“connecting to audio” when we chorused

surprise. So, he eventually joined to an

awkward silence. 

The second ritual was the online leaving card.

We used Teams to digitally “sign” a document

that said, “good luck, enjoy your parental

leave”. A digital good luck card unfortunately

has a version history, recording everyone who

edits the document. So, the first thing the

leaver checked was who had NOT signed the

card! He joked light heartedly, listed everyone

in the team who had not bothered to sign

the card and promised not to hold a grudge. 

The final and most frequent office ritual is

morning coffee. Several times a week, we dial

into zoom for a half hour with the aim of

“catching up” and talking about “nonwork”

subjects. What actually happens is an

awkward silence followed by everyone

lamenting our lack of doughnuts! 

Digitalization of office traditions is currently a

bit forced. There is little room for the

unexpected and you can’t really book a time

for random conversation. This is where the
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potential lies. This struggle gives rise to

many opportunities for young

entrepreneurs. An entrepreneur is

someone who sets up a business to

provide a product or a service. In this

day and age, there are many

opportunities to create apps that

simulate office traditions. Bringing global

teams together and giving users the

option for spontaneous coffee, team

building games, gossip, leaving drinks,

good luck cards, presents and various

grades of doughnuts. Could you

seamlessly combine Teams, Facebook,

Instagram, Twitter, Moonpig and Uber

Eats? Could your start-up zoom into the

future and solve the problem?

“A  H A P P Y  W O R K E R
W I L L  B R I N G  I N

K R I S P Y  K R E M E S ! ”
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FAY E  LO V E N B U R Y
G R O U P  M A R K E T I N G  M A N A G E R ,  S E I K O  U K

The Reluctant Retailers…

Most people have heard of Seiko – either

from their father’s watch or from our bright

yellow banners at athletics championships,

but not many people know our story.

We’re not just a Sixties or an Eighties

watch brand, in fact Mr Hattori started his

Tokyo watch and clock repair business in

1881 and his Great-Grandson is still our

CEO today.

Throughout our history, we’re no strangers

to weathering the storm – literally. From

the Great Kanto earthquake in 1923 when

Seiko gained fame for doing the right

thing – replacing customers’ destroyed

watches and clocks from our repair shop

with new ones - to creating the quartz

watch in 1969, upending the previously

Swiss-dominated mechanical

watchmaking industry.

This year has been transformative for

everyone, and for our small Maidenhead

based UK arm of the huge global Seiko

Watch Corporation, brought a new

addition to our purpose.

Before March, most of our customers were

B2B retail partners – experts at selling

watches on our behalf. Whilst the Grand

Seiko boutique in Knightsbridge

welcomed collectors of our luxury designs

priced up to £50,000, broader retailing was

not really in our plans.

Through our marketing, we hoped watch

wearers would be inspired to purchase,

but expected them to buy from our

partners - big national jewellers or small

local independent stores. Our Grand Seiko

timepieces could only be purchased

through boutiques, not online.

At the end of March, as we all know,

everything changed.

Our retailers closed their doors, many

unable to trade online, but watch fans

continued to search for and request our

watches; the opportunity was increasing,

but not the means to fulfil their desire.

Quickly, we rolled up our sleeves and

changed course. Our Sales Director took

charge of the warehouse, singlehandedly

sending out boxes of watches to those
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retailers still trading online. We switched

our marketing from raising brand

awareness to selling on our own UK

website – and Grand Seiko became

available to buy online for the first time

ever.

It felt like the kind of exercise they put me

through during graduate trainee

interviews: ‘your retailers are closed,’

‘deliveries are restricted,’ but in real life.

However, dare I say it… reinvention has

been invigorating; changing tack, learning

a new digital selling language, measuring

our influence, all reasons for myself and the

marketing team to keep going. Where

marketing is so often hard to pinpoint, we

have seen real buyer behaviour and not

just crossed our fingers about customers

ending up in a retailer’s store.

We’re now in a blended world of

storytelling and selling, supporting our

retailers as they reopen. Our customers are

buying differently – some preferring to

click, others needing discussion or in-store

experience, some taking months to decide,

others mere minutes – and not just for

those £10,000 models, rather individual

preferences. This is our next challenge:

tailoring to the individual.

The last five months have reinforced the

need to keep changing. As the wise Mr

Hattori said about his business, one step

forward – even a small one, is a step to

“keep ahead of the rest – don’t hurry, don’t

stop.”

“ B E F O R E
M A R C H ,  

M O S T  O F  O U R
C U S T O M E R S
W E R E  B 2 B

R E TA I L
PA R T N E R S ”
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“ T H E  D R I P P I N G
S O U N D  E C H O E D

T H R O U G H  T H E  C A V E ”

Around 1,000 years ago, whilst cutting grass

an old man heard a strange sound. 

He followed the sound to an ancient giant

cedar tree to find a cave at its roots, where

spring water was dripping onto a rock below.

The dripping sound echoed through the cave

and the silent forest.

This land has been called ‘Shizukuishi’ (from

shizuku ‘dripping water’ and ‘ishi’ – ‘rock’) ever

since.

A truly unique piece - the hand engravings

on the hour markers are inspired by the

water droplets from the name of Shizukuishi,

whilst the 18-carat white gold minute markers

are each manually engraved to reflect the

light. Platinum case, 18 carat white gold

engraved dial. Manual winding movement.

Watches from the original Seiko watch and
clock repair shop destroyed in the 1923 Great
Kanto earthquake. 

These were all replaced by Mr Hattori, in
order to keep his word to customers. He
placed an advert in Tokyo newspapers to
communicate the message, as customers’
details had been lost in the earthquake and
there was no other
means to communicate
with them – so word
spread about the
brand.

The Grand Seiko Mechanical Dress
Engraved 60th Anniversary
'Shizukuishi' Limited Edition, £87,000.

One of the first ever Grand Seiko
engraved dials, inspired by the
original story behind the name of the
Japanese location izukuishi,' where
Grand Seiko timepieces are made.
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When you start a career in business and in

particular HR, one of the earliest models you are

taught is Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. A model

that is seen as a basis for how to motivate

others;  the work of those in strategic HR

management is usually focused on ideating

interventions to realise the top three layers -

love and belonging, esteem and ultimately self-

actualization. Post-industrial revolution and the

advancement of employment law through the

late 20th century, the first two steps of the

pyramid were previously taken for granted. And

then came the global pandemic. Overnight the

role of the HR team at my global food and

beverage corporate moved from being

concerned with enabling others to fulfil their

potential to the rudiments of their physiological

and safety needs.

Our first priority was for the three-quarters

of our employees who were unable to work

from home and who played a critical role in

the manufacturer, supply and distribution

of food across the UK. As the media became

flooded with stories of Covid and its

contagion, these employees were

understandably concerned about how safe

they would be at work and for the safety of

their families if they returned home having

been exposed to the virus. At the same time

people with serious underlying health

issues across the UK were being advised to

shield at home. We quickly set up a Covid

Taskforce with members of the HR, Employee

Health & Safety, Finance, Supply Chain,

Government Affairs and Communication

team to be able to respond with agility to

the various challenges posed by the

pandemic.

Firstly, it was important to ensure those

who needed to stay at home - because they

were shielding, had symptoms themselves

or lived with someone who did - didn’t

come to site for fear of not being paid. We

put into place policies that ensured all

employees in these circumstances were

paid in full to take care of their physiological

needs. Safety needs were tackled at the

same time and to make our work place as

secure as possible, we set up a number of

measures at our manufacturing sites

including hand-washing facilities on arrival,

automatic temperature scanning on entry,

marking out social distancing parameters on

the floor and ensuring protective screens

were set up where social distancing couldn’t

be maintained.

Shortly after, schools closed. Our

manufacturing employees need to be on

site to make our product, if they were

needed at home for schooling, this could

have had a significant impact to the goal of

keeping the nation fed. Through work with

our industry partners and the government,

those involved in food manufacture or

supply were classified as key workers,

H U M A N  R E S O U R C E S  
I N  A  G LO B A L  PA N D E M I C
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consequently their children had access to

school. We wanted this team to feel our

deep appreciation for their role in

continuing to keep the nation fed and put in

place a number of practices to drive

belonging and esteem needs; including

celebrating them internally and externally

through our #notallsuperheroeswearcapes

campaign and a number of additional

recognition elements including free meals at

work.

At the same time, we closed our office

locations and those employees who were

able transitioned to working from home.

At the very beginning this was welcomed,

those that study the future of work had

predicted our work would become more

flexible and we would choose where we

work from. It sounded like a dream;  the

reality was something quite different!

Those working from home were in different

situations, some of them were now trying to

juggle home schooling whilst working, some

were living alone not able to see others.

This demanded more from the HR team to

meet a very different set of physiological

and safety needs. We had to consider

those that were not safe at home, either

because of domestic abuse or the risk

of harm to themselves; those

needing to work flexibly to support

their children or fulfil a carer role.

We put in a number of support

materials to meet these different needs. To

realise their need to “belong” we set up

regular informal team time (there were St

Patrick’s Day celebration, virtual walks, quizzes

to name just a few!) and virtual townhalls

from the senior leadership team for all,

where we would typically have 1000 people

attend, to ensure time for connection.

As the pandemic has continued, we are

faced with many new challenges. For

example, many of our teams have

experienced their friends or family lose their

jobs and some have become single income

families overnight. To meet this need we

have offered a new range of financial advice

and support systems where needed.

We continue to evolve our offerings to

ensure we meet the breadth of our

employees’ needs, dependant on their

individual circumstances. Whilst this period

has been different and at times exhausting,

this type of HR work, has been truly fulfilling

and we are proud to have played our part in

keeping over 4500 employees and their

families safe and supported during these

times.

“ W E  C O N T I N U E
T O  E V O LV E ”
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C A R O L  M I L L I G A N
A I R L I N E  I T  C U S TOM E R  S U P P O R T  S P E C I A L I S T,  A M A D E U S

MY 3 MONTHS OF LOCKDOWN: 
100 DAYS - THE INSIDE STORY

So, as we approach the end of week 12 of

Covid-19 lockdown restrictions and where

some of us can now see the light at the end of

the tunnel, I'm looking back and reflecting on

my life for the last 3 months.

Bizarrely, my Covid-19 experience started in

Quebec, Canada with the Air Canada’s

cutover to our IT system. The trip was cut

short as countries started to close their

borders. The hotel stopped serving breakfast

and local restaurants closed their doors. (St

Patrick’s weekend - I missed out on

Guinness!) No checks on arrival at Heathrow

and after picking up my car, that was the

last time I was in the office. In fact, I haven't

worked in the office since 7th March 2020.

So, the pros and cons of WFH, achievements

and failures at 'Milligan Mansion’. 

Pro’s first.

• I don't miss my 45 min commute on the
M4 from Bracknell. I have used that time to

do an early jog/walk. Up at 06:00, back after

a run by 07:00, showered and sat at my

makeshift desk by 08:00. I found it best to

keep to a routine and structure my day. 

• I increased my exercise. In the period Mar-
Jun I recorded 240km on my fitness app,

walking, jogging, cycling. I also do a weekly

online yoga class and some other pre-

recorded yoga sessions. I can now do 90sec

planks but still struggle with balances (I’m

told it’s because I have a 'busy mind’!)

• I started hula-hooping again in my garden
when the weather was nice. Great for the

waist whittling though weighted hoops do

bruise a little! 

• Saved on fuel costs.
• I have called elderly friends who I haven't
spoken to in months. Yes, I made actual

phone calls. One of my mother’s friends is

90. Sharp as a tack but can't use a PC,

though she does have a mobile. 

• Discovered my son can multi-task. He can
sleep until mid-day and still manage to clear

my fridge and eat me out of house and

home by 18:00!

• Less washing to do, as we're not wearing
something different to work/school every

day. Cleaning... soooo much more as we are

all in the house all day Treated myself and

replaced my 53-year-old sewing machine.

Sold that on eBay for as much as my

mother paid for it in 1967!

• Made fabric masks.
• Repotted my aloe/cactuses babies.
• Sold masks and cactuses with the
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proceeds going to my preferred local

charity.

• Replaced the tumble dryer which blew up
after week 2 of lockdown.

• Bought hairdressing scissors then cut
(butchered) husband’s and son’s hair. I'm no

hairdresser but managed to make a

reasonable job so they didn’t need to go

out with a bag over their heads.

• Had 2 jigsaws made out my most favourite
holiday photos. Also made a jigsaw board

out of cardboard and sticky backed felt. A

real Blue Peter project! Those of you who are

of a similar age will know what I mean.

• Baked lots!! - chocolate cake, lemon drizzle,
cookies, Victoria sponges. 

• Decided I still hate cooking, but love
baking!

• My diet is better- not snacking or drinking
multiple milky coffees (I do miss my flat

whites at work though!) 

• Less stressed and less tired.
• I have a gold star for online shopping. I am
the bargain Queen of discount portals. Being

in lockdown has not curbed my retail urges!

• For someone who still can't cope operate
the remote on the TV, as a confirmed

technophobe, I can now use Zoom on my

iPad, Teams on my PC and Facetime or

WhatsApp on my phone... AT THE SAME

TIME! Yay!

• Grateful I still have a job and will hopefully
be part of the recovery process as business

starts to pick up.

And the cons.

• Difficulties separating work life from home
life. It has been particularly challenging

having husband and 2 teenagers all trying

to WFH.

• Disappointed and sad for my kids who
should have been taking A levels and GCSE’s

this summer and who are likely to be paying

for this economic disaster for most of their

adult life.

• Fearful for their future in terms of
employment, travelling etc. and all the

opportunities that they might have had and

now probably won't.

• Saddened by the demise of the Aviation
industry and the loss of so many jobs for

numerous friends and colleagues, past and

present.

• From a work perspective, I miss being able
to bounce ideas off colleagues ‘face to face’

and chat generally, though I'm sure the 3rd

floor doesn't miss the gobby SMC crowd in

the corner.
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1ST JULY 2020

This marks 100 days of Covid-19
restrictions in the UK. 11th July will be
my 8th work anniversary with
Amadeus.

The World has changed and the workplace we

eventually go back to, will be a very different

place to that which we left. Mother Nature has

given us a wakeup call and I hope the World

will learn from this. In some respects, I hope we

don't go back to how it was. This time off my

'hamster wheel' of life has given me time to

review and reflect on what path I want to take

in the future.

Fast forward to September and I am

involved in redundancy consultations for

the London office. Our business unit and

team are currently in scope for redundancy

as the Business reviews, rationalises and

restructures to recover from the impact of

Covid on the Aviation Industry. If

unsuccessful in securing a new role

internally, my release date is 31st

December 2020. My next piece to

WoW could be titled: - “Redundancy:

2nd time round at 56 “or “Recovery -

The Workplace Post Covid!”

So now its December... and I’m still

here. I have been successful in

securing an alternative role within

the Company, attached to the same

department but a new, more customer

focused position has been created. During

November and December, I have three days

transition work and the rest of the week I

revert to my original job. It's still a sad time

as my three male colleagues are leaving:

two are taking the package and retiring and

the third ‘s moving back up to Derby. My

other female colleague has been accepted

into a new role in a different department

and like me, will start on January 1st, 2021.

Don’t ever give up. I have seen so many

airline colleagues having been made

redundant now diversifying and heading

down different career paths. There are

plenty of opportunities out there, it's just a

matter of finding the right one for you.

“ I  AM  
LESS  STRESSED

AND  
LESS  T IRED”
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S H A N A A Z  N A A R A N I
N U R S I N G  H OM E  M A N A G E R

95 residents, and every one of them

someone’s loved one, were entrusted to me

and I was responsible for their welfare. This

personal level of responsibility would be at

the forefront of my mind as the Manager of

their Nursing Home in 2020.

When Covid hit us in March, staff were

anxious and voiced their concerns freely to

me and to each other. As their manager, I

needed to quickly foster a positive attitude

with all staff and ensure they knew that we

were all in it together. I did not have all the

answers, but it was clear to me that

leadership was needed and I made sure that

I was approachable and they knew my

primary responsibility was to keep both

staff and residents safe, and to keep them

informed.

Working as A Team:

As we progressed through the Spring,

rather than a manager confined to a desk, I

made sure to be seen throughout the home

and to sit with both staff and residents, talk

to all of them, step in and help wash/feed

wherever needed.

I made sure the team knew that I also

shared the same uncertainties they all had –

with a husband, children and elderly

relatives living at my house – my concerns

were also of loved ones outside the care

home.

Instilling a sense of camaraderie was

important, making a point of engaging the

staff in discussion together. There were many

times I arrived with small treats, pizzas or

snacks – both for day and night staff – to

bond, to motivate and to thank.

Working It Through:

A lot of staff were off sick or isolating. This

required shift pattern changes, role changes

and everyone in the home stepping in –

cleaners and chefs as well. You do not need to

be a ’Carer’ to care / to talk / to feed.

Delegating was important – enabling others

to take more responsibility and freeing up my

time to run our Service and to read, digest

and act upon the new guidelines that were

being given to us constantly.

Organisational skills were key – there were

constant changes in the environment, the

guidelines and the actions we needed to take.

I needed to self-reflect on my leadership

throughout, and adapt to each change,

providing structure and clear direction.
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Expectations were high for our ‘Outstanding’

Care home - we were looked at for both

Leadership and Best Practice sharing with

the other homes in the locality and in our

Group. Networking with colleagues in other

homes was critical to our success and shared

learnings in small teams was valuable.

Resident’s family visits now needed to be

scheduled and controlled, requiring a whole

new set of skills to implement. We became

more resourceful – with 95 residents – with

window visits, with garden visits. We had

to plan a way for our residents to receive

gifts via our foyer which was always flowing

with flowers, chocolates and toiletries.

The Vaccine:

Again, organisational skills were paramount

to quickly and legally gain consent from all

residents or their next of kin to agree to the

vaccine. We were very pleased to be one of

the first care homes to have all residents

receive their first vaccine.

I encouraged all staff to consent to the

vaccine and invested time with everyone

who was unsure or who wanted to discuss it

further, giving information and talking it

through with them.

I have more to do, more to learn – but

proud to say we upheld our professional

duty to nurse with Dignity, Respect and

Compassion.

“ I N S T I L L I N G  A  S E N S E
O F  C A M A R A D E R I E  WA S

I M P O R TA N T ”

“ I  D I D  N O T  H AV E
A L L  T H E  A N S W E R S ”
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>>

D R  C A R O LY N  P H E L A N
L E C T U R E R  I N  C O M P U T E R  S C I E N C E ,  U C L

Arguably, the core operating model of a

university involves taking large numbers of

people from around the world and putting

them in a room together. In the time of a

global pandemic, this presents certain

challenges! In mid-March last year, six weeks

before the start of the exam season, the world

locked down and the most immediate

question was how to assess our students’

work in a way that was both equitable and

sensitive to individual circumstances.

Written exams, involving 1,000 students

sitting in a hall in the Excel London were

no longer possible. The Excel was now a

Nightingale hospital and also, we needed

something that students could access

from their homes, possibly even while

isolating. Over a period of six weeks the

assessments for around 40,000 students

were pivoted from face-to-face exams to

tasks that could be completed flexibly

online. Having tackled that immediate

hurdle, thoughts turned to the next

academic year. It was clear, both from

external data and internal UCL research,

that COVID was not was not going to

disappear any time soon and 2020/21

would be no normal academic year. We

therefore committed our teaching to be

completely online and accessible to

students anywhere in the world. However,

back in March 2020 we had no idea of

how many students would choose to

study with us on this basis. Proceeding

with the philosophy of “if you build it, they

will come” we had the task of putting all

our material, including lectures, online. We

created recordings, quizzes and

coursework and as much interactive

material as we could in order to give the

students as active a learning experience as

possible. Lecturers, who are often more

used to teaching with a pen and

whiteboard, had the challenge of rapidly

familiarising themselves with the

technology needed to produce lectures

and learning materials. Automated

transcript generators proved a struggle: a

“knotty problem” being transcribed as a

“naughty problem” is just one example

which needed correction!

So here we are now, half a year through

term, with double the usual number of

students; they have been brilliant in
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embracing the new reality and this has

certainly helped staff deal with the

changes. We were one of the earlier

universities to pivot to online teaching

which has helped by setting expectations

early. However, there are undoubtably

things we lose without being able to meet

face-to-face.

With colleagues there are no chance

meetings in the corridor to spark

discussions and new perspectives on

research. For the students there is an

energy that comes from 100 people in a

lecture theatre which is difficult to recreate

over Zoom. However, in computer science

we are lucky that we can do all our work

online, even if we would prefer not to. It is

far more difficult for lab-based subjects,

especially degrees with professional

accreditation requiring a practical

component.

So that’s where we are and will remain for

the short-term future. We’ve survived, and

in some ways thrived, but what does this

imply for the longer term? I’m unsure

whether we will return to the ways that we

did things before. The recordings and

online materials have been developed and

we have the opportunity to use these to

move towards a flipped classroom and

other modern teaching methods. These

can give the students more two-way

interaction with academics, rather than

simply passively attending a lecture. We

also have the chance to make content

available in different ways to allow learning

in a different format, such as short courses.

This flexibility will give us the opportunity

to attract a far more diverse community of

learners which is a hugely positive

development. All this is still to be

determined, but what is certain is that the

higher education sector will have been

changed irrevocably by the pandemic.

“ T H E  E X C E L
WA S  N O W  A

N I G H T I N G A L E
H O S P I TA L”
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TA N YA  R O B E R T S
S E N I O R  P R O G R AM  M A N A G E R ,  M I C R O S O F T  U K

My last article concentrated on Working

from Home and looking back at this now,

whilst I portrayed enjoyment at the

flexibility and the work/life balance, I have

to say I am looking forward to spending

some time back in the office.

Certain aspects of my article stand even

clearer now, in this new world of home

working: 

Invest in a Decent Workspace – screens,

chairs, wireless headsets, standing desks

etc - this is so important to our health and

wellbeing and certainly worth it.

Being Clear on your Working Hours – this

has become so important to us all – let's

make sure that just because we are all at

home, it should not be relied upon that

we are available for conference calls 24/7.

In our group, we have instigated that all

our hour-long Teams conference calls are

reduced to 45 minutes – giving everyone

more time to move, to check in with

home school, to get drinks and move

again.

Collaboration and Growth Mindset –

making sure you catch up with colleagues

for a virtual coffee and join some external

networking or learning opportunities. This

first recommendation is so important now

– both for you and for your colleagues –

reach out to people as much as you can

for a chat – Keep Talking helps your

mental health and helps others. In terms of

additional learning opportunities, I think

that depends on how much more time

you want to sit on a PC – perhaps find a

nonscreen pastime now.

Additional Remote Working perspectives

from the last year:

Bandwidth is an issue – with no fibre to

the house, we had to invest in an

additional supplier with four of us at home

now using Teams – we now have a 4G

router as well (mine, all mine!).

Microsoft has been great in terms of

understanding the pressures that their

employees are under. [State schools in the

Seattle district have been closed since

March]. There are daily well-being

talks/mindfulness/classes. They have also
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offered a period of parental leave at full

pay. There is a lot more emphasis on

mental health and dealing with the

additional time people need - they

understand employees need to look after

dependents – old and young, to deal with

additional financial impacts and to recover

from illness.

As a family, we still eat dinner together

every night – we are closer, yet always feel

that we could improve on that parental

approach – is it too much or too little

interest in the school work? Have we all

had some fresh air? Is there too much

screen time with their friends after being

online all day? We do not have the

answers! And that is ok. 

Nevertheless, we are happy, healthy for

now and that is what is important – and

we hope you are too.

“ M I C R O S O F T  H A S
B E E N  G R E AT ”
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C L A I R E  S A L M O N
I N S I G H T  M A N A G E R  I N  A  G LO B A L  F O O D  &  D R I N K S  M A N U FA C T U R E R

‘Now more than ever’,    ‘new normal’,    ‘pivot’… 

it feels like coronavirus has ushered in a whole

new vocabulary as well as a new way of life. But

much as these words are beginning to provoke

silent screams of boredom in me, they do

(mostly) reflect what we are all going through,

whether at school, work, home… willingly or

kicking and screaming.

It has taken me a long time to learn to

embrace change. When something’s good,

we want it to last. But life just isn’t like that.

Ever. It has the annoying habit of changing

when you least expect it. After a rough 2019,

I distinctly remember several friends saying

in January 2020 that 2020 was going to be a

fresh new start, a change for the better. Yet

we ended up ‘pivoting’, to save our

livelihoods, our communities, our education

system, the NHS, even to save lives.

'Pivot’ doesn’t even really come close to

describing how much we have had to

change. Pivot implies we are tethered to a

stable, central point. I can’t be the only one

who has been completely adrift at times

over the last year. Within my company, we

are working to reverse a sales decline driven

by lockdown. We are bringing new products

and new pack formats to market in record

time to reflect changes in consumption

habits. With people being encouraged to

work from home wherever possible, fewer

people are popping into shops to buy a

drink on their way to work or during their

lunch break. Instead, people are looking to 

have a break from tap water at home, for

example with cordials, juices, or large bottles

of fizzy drinks. People have gone from

shopping most days to big weekly shops –

often online. Reacting to these changes in

consumption and shopping behaviour didn’t

just require a pivot – it meant ripping up the

rulebook of how we operated, how we were

structured, how we made decisions and

ultimately changing our culture to become

more nimble. 

We’ve achieved some of our goals and are

still fighting hard; not because we are super-

human or particularly clever. But we are

resilient. We are lucky enough to have a

world-class training function and resilience is

one of the areas we were trained in, well

before we’d even heard of COVID. We know

that resilience isn’t about being unbeatable,

it’s about getting back up when you feel

beaten. It’s about focusing on what you can

control or influence, much as bravery isn’t

about not feeling fear – it’s about

conquering fear.
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I know this because I work for a company

that values emotional intelligence as highly

as technical ability. Emotional intelligence

super-charges your performance, your

career and your ability to take people with

you. In my view, it’s the most under-rated

professional skill. When I recruit, I ALWAYS

lean towards the candidate who I know

will offer something to the team

‘emotionally’ – not necessarily ‘fit in’ (and

sometimes quite the opposite), but who

will be able to influence, challenge and

develop us. It is far quicker to learn

technical skills than these softer skills.

So, whilst exams and technical skills are

hugely important I’d encourage you to

take time to develop your emotional

intelligence. Be polite and kind: it’s a

frighteningly small world and no-one

needs enemies. Make time to know

yourself: develop your strengths and be

honest with yourself and others about

your weaknesses. Stay positive and

strong. Learn to embrace change: we

learn from both good and difficult

experiences and neither will last

forever. The emotional cycle of change is

real. It’s normal to feel sad, angry, confused,

insecure, scared – whatever – but it will all

pass and keeping this in mind is key to

resilience.

‘Now, more than ever’ (scream), how you

deal with this ‘new normal’ (eye roll) will

give you the tools to thrive in the

workplace. This truly horrible situation is

promoting creativity and generosity. It is

giving us the time to get to know

ourselves better, showing us we CAN do

amazing things and learn new skills. And

like always, things will change again; and

we will face into the change with an

appreciation of how resilient we are.

“ R E S I L I E N C E
I S N ’ T  A B O U T

B E I N G
U N B E ATA B L E ”
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PAU L A  S M I T H
H E A D  O F  M A R K E T I N G ,  T H E  L I C E N S E D  T R A D E  C H A R I T Y  

I’ve worked in marketing for over 30 years

and seen trends and changes that have

shaped the direction of my career. Most

notably the birth and growth of digital

marketing, the internet and social media,

resulting in my undertaking of a

postgraduate course in digital marketing

supported by the Charity a few years back.

For someone like me, who loves the

details and the numbers, digital marketing

is a dream because it is infinitely more

trackable and responsive than the more

traditional marketing campaigns I’d been

working on before. 

During 2019 we had improved our digital

output and we started 2020 with digital

holding a more significant place in our

marketing plans for the Charity and

Schools. Then COVID happened and we

had to look at everything we were doing

offline and ask ourselves if they would

work in a world in lockdown. Our

campaigns for recruiting new pupils

included banners on the perimeter fences,

posters at the train stations and

advertising in local newspapers and

magazines, all of which would not be seen

by parents and pupils forced to work from

home.

So, 2020 saw almost all our marketing

activity move online and the creative

thinking around how we use the

technology and platforms available to us

was inspiring. I’m proud of so many things

that happened during 2020 and what we

achieved as a team.

Collaboration with our colleagues in the

schools has been amazing! We’ve worked

hard to support them with their

communications and anything they need

from us while they work so very hard to

stay ahead of changing guidelines from

Government. Through those collaborations

we’ve supported the introduction of

initiatives like LVS Perspectives that bring

the school community together with an

opportunity to talk about important

educational topics. 

Our speed of response to changing

situations, understanding our markets well,

being able to predict the support

beneficiaries of the charity would need

and scale up our support volume
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capability alongside introducing new

services specific to a hospitality sector that

continues to see huge job losses have

been our successes. 

Our creativity and positivity increased,

collaboratively thinking about how we can

keep our recruitment pipelines (be that

beneficiaries or new pupils) warm and

moving, using only digital platforms.

Delivering confidence in LVS as a credible,

trusted school that understands what

parents are experiencing and works hard

to help those parents find solutions to

their education problems. Whether that

be securing a new school place for

their child who started Year 7 in

September 2020 or managing

children working online from

home, while they themselves are

managing their business and

jobs from the same home.

Finding ways to reach out to more

hospitality workers than ever before and

building credibility in our willingness to

support Operators who often have had to

furlough over 90% of their pub staff teams.

So in summary, what I am most proud of

during 2020, and what fills me with hope

for 2021 and beyond is our collaborations

and relationships and the positive, inspiring

attitude of the people I work with across

the whole organisation and at every level.

“ 2 0 2 0  S AW
A L M O S T  A L L

O U R  M A R K E T I N G
A C T I V I T Y  M O V E

O N L I N E ”
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>>

J A RM I L A  A N D  D AV I D  Y U
MD  &  C O N S U LT I N G  C M O ,  C O O  Y U N I Q U E  M A R K E T I N G  LT D  

We in the Yu household unfortunately felt

the effects of the pandemic directly as both

myself and my husband (& business

partner) David had the COVID-19 virus in

mid-March 2020, and we were completely

laid out at home with high fevers for over

two weeks.

We are very thankful to the school for their

rapid and effective switch to online

teaching so that our daughters kept

focussed on their learning. I have to say we

are incredibly proud of the way they coped

seeing as they were only aged 14 and 10 at

the time – preparing their own meals and

working out the technology.

Our initial recovery took a further four

weeks before we could go about our daily

lives - that was a large chunk of our

working year wiped out. When we were

ready to get back to work, it was obvious

that we were returning to a very different

business landscape. And, our work pipeline

for our marketing consultancy business had

evaporated.

Now let me preface this by saying that

whilst we’ve always embraced and

advocated the use of digital marketing,

we’ve always been strong proponents of

blended, integrated marketing strategies

that encompass the full spectrum of

appropriate marketing tools including print

advertising, targeted high-impact direct mail,

face to face events and networking etc.

I was a member of many high-level

networking groups and we hosted our own

boardroom strategy sessions for selected

CEOs at the Institute of Directors in Pall

Mall. Likewise, the majority of our client

engagements involved face to face

meetings, often at their offices, which were

sometimes in a different country. As for our

pro-bono work, that too involved a lot of

meetings at a variety of venues. David, for

example, used to chair the LVS Ascot

Business Networking on the school campus. 

Shifting to the world of an “online event

format” was not hard for us to do (we were

already using tele-conference and

videoconference technology), but we had

to wait for the business world to adjust to

the new era of remote working. They

needed to reestablish their base of

operations before they felt they could

restart consuming our services.

So we set to work taking stock of our

finances (making cuts where possible), we
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sharpened up our own marketing (evolving

our offerings) and our operations

(switching to online events), and we

invested in new systems and digital tools

(expanding our technology usage). We did

what many other businesses were also

doing. 

Alongside this, we made ourselves available

to a variety of industry associations and

groups to lend our support to the severely

challenged business community. The

Institute of Directors, The Surrey Chambers

of Commerce, and Enterprise Nation have

been just some of the bodies

we’ve channelled our expertise into to

support their members to reimagine their

business and help them work out how to

transform or pivot. We also offered support

via the COVID-19 BEIS Business Advisory

Service.

Over the months, we’ve provided strategic

marketing thinking and marketing and

communications coaching on a pro-bono

basis, attended and hosted networking

meetups and co-founded a new online

networking group “Networking for Good”.

I’ve seen the business networking scene

evolve from having a high-pressure referral

focus to more relationship building, skills

sharing and peer-to-peer support. I’m

pleased it's changed as it’s brought

wellbeing and business discussion

together.

I am attending/hosting more networking

meetings than ever but online! I’ve met

more people than I would have done

ordinarily, and I’ve broadened my

knowledge of the businesses in our local

area.

A welcome big shift I've noticed, is a spirit

of cooperation, support and empathy

across the business community. Now, more

than ever, we are realising we are all in this

together. Nobody can succeed if there are

no other businesses around in the

ecosystem. Competitors are collaborating,

big business is respecting small business,

and B2B and B2C are becoming more H2H

(Human to Human).

Technology has been - and will continue to

be - a great enabler to connect people and

keep the business of business moving. Even

with all these tools available to us, nothing

will ever fully replace direct human

interaction, but we’ve been pleasantly

surprised by how effectively we’ve

managed to continue operating

completely online, whilst continuing to

show our human side.
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Our level of business enquiries are going

back up and clients are now happy with

conducting meetings online. We’re excited

to start to deliver the new offerings we

spent time developing, as they’ll help

businesses flourish again. 

2020 has been a challenging year for us as

a family, and for our small business. Which

makes us feel very emotional at the

recognition we received this year. We were

incredibly proud to be announced as one

of the Finalists of the IoD Director of the

Year Awards (and especially so in the

category of Social Value & Sustainability

Impact), to win Best Marketing Consultancy

of the Year in the SME Business Elite

Awards, to be recognised with a People’s

Choice Award in the Surrey Chambers

President’s Awards, which then culminated

in our winning a British Chambers of

Commerce UK Business Hero 2020 Award!

As I write, the first glimmers of light are

emerging that this pandemic may finally be

controlled in 2021. I truly hope we manage

to retain some of the positive working

practices that were forced on us by these

circumstances, not least the importance of

personal development and more support

for fellow businesses.

I am more than happy to have a 1:1 video

chat with any LVS parent business owners

looking for advice or to provide

introductions to any of the groups I’ve

mentioned.

Stay safe, stay well, and stay in business.

“ N O W,  M O R E  T H A N  E V E R ,  
W E  A R E  R E A L I S I N G  W E  A R E  
A L L  I N  T H I S  T O G E T H E R . ”
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A F T E R W O R D F R OM  T H E  C H A I R  O F  WoW  G R O U P

R E F L E C T I O N S  O N  R E I N V E N T I O N  

During our WoW group discussions, parents

openly share and reflect on what is going on

in their worlds of business and industry to

give context to the school. Not that anyone

can accurately predict the new jobs that our

pupils may go into. Looking back just a few

years, many of today’s jobs did not exist then.

However, the current, rapidly evolving

world of work can provide us a steer on

some of the skills, values and abilities we

can nurture in our pupils as they progress

their way through the curriculum,

preparing them as much as we can for

their next step towards their own world of

work. Writing this towards the end of the

year, it goes without saying that 2020 has

been a tragic and challenging year.

But amongst the difficulty, it has provided

us with an opportunity to learn, develop

and grow. We’re not out of the woods yet,

by any stretch of the imagination, but

there’s much solace and value to be had in

taking inspiration from the coping and

managing techniques shared.

As we kicked off the new academic year

2020/2021 and we came together again as

the WoW group, we shared who we are,

what we do, what we’ve learned and how

we’ve changed.

Everybody’s circumstances are different,

we’ve all got 2020 scars, and the

challenges keep coming.

There is an unusually high entrepreneurial

demographic within the LVS parent

community and, as we know, it is the

smaller businesses that have been hit

hardest by the pandemic’s economic

consequences. However, most of the

discussions we’ve had have shown an

incredible resilience demonstrated by

everyone – in businesses both large and

small.

If 2020 has taught us anything, it’s that the

world and the world of work is

unpredictable. Equally it has taught us that

fortune favours the brave; those that

demonstrate an ability to keep a positive

attitude, who stubbornly cling to a growth

mindset and are steadfastly solution

oriented.

We were in awe hearing about the

changes we’ve each undergone. There was

a desire to not only celebrate the small

wins – getting through the challenge,

finding new ways to operate and survive –

but also to capture the experience and

learnings to help us all navigate what

might come next.
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We are proud of our achievements and we

should share them, so we all benefit. There’s

strength in numbers, strength in sharing, and we

hope to extend that strength to you by sharing

our learnings, and our attitudes through this

booklet of short real World of Work articles

written by LVS Ascot WoW parent members.

Equally, we are there for each other, to just be

there for each other, to support each other, to

remind ourselves that we are not alone, to help

however we can. So, if you’d like to join our

future discussions (currently online) you’d be

most welcome. Stay safe, stay well everyone.

J A RM I L A  Y U
C H A I R M A N  W OW  G R O U P
jarmila.yu@yuniquemarketing.com 

P.S. To join the WoW Group apply here:

www.linkedin.com/groups/8567293/

Patron 
HM The Queen

Ascot
L V S

“ W E  A R E  T H E R E  
F O R  E A C H
O T H E R . . . ”
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